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Osprey, a leader in the weapon accessory industry for over 15 years, concentrates on

cutting-edge, niche products that are innovative in design and performance for our discerning

customer base. Our entire product line also carries a full, no-nonsense, lifetime warranty. Our

chamberable boresight system has been tested in Iraq and Afghanistan and approved for use

by the U.S. Military for the sniper accessory kits. It is simply the best boresight system in the

world. Below are some of the points which separate Osprey from all the others applications.

100% of the units are inspected for fog-proofing and water-proofing, and every scope is

tested and warranted for shock to 50 BMG parameters (1000g/0.4-0.8ms). Each scope is

also spin-centered for balance and possesses fully, multi-coated glass lenses throughout with

glass-etched reticles.

Our scopes have now reached sales of over 250,000 plus units and devoid of being bias,

we feel it is the best scope dollar-for-dollar ever available. Albeit we may seem to be making
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some bold and pretentious statements, we feel anyone who purchases our scopes will agree.

We will also work to continue improving and reducing costs on our many other key products,

including but not limited to green lasers, tactical lights, red lasers, and the many other items

we have provided in years past. In closing, we would like to thank all of our past and future

customers, and look forward to many years of providing you with quality products, affordable

prices, and the best customer service and warranty in the business.

Keith Oliver • CEO

Randy Burke • President
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Objective Lens - Front lens denoted by the last number in the scope description.

Windage Adjustment - The turret on this side of the scope will adjust the reticle from left and

right allowing for wind conditions.

Elevation Adjustment - The turret on top of the scope will adjust the reticle up and down .

Power Knob-The “power” of the scope denoted by the first series of numbers in the scope

description. The power will bring an object in closer.

Power Throw Lever-It helps you change the power easily.

Flip-up Cover- The cover can be opened to a maximum of 180 degrees, it’s convenient for

shooting. And it’s not easy broken because of high quality material.

Eyepiece - The larger the exit pupil the brighter the image.

Battery(Illumination Control )- The illumination knob is available in 3 colors (red, green and

blue).
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ES1-12x26IR FEATURES

 Elite reticle with red, green & blue

illumination

 12:1 zoom ratio

 low profile turrets

 Second focal plane reticle

 Fully multi-coated optics

 Single-piece 34mm tube
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Specification

Item 1-12X26IR

Field of view
ft@100yards 94-7.9

m@100m 31.3-2.6

Exit Pupil mm 8-2.16

Eye Relief
mm 120-89

inch 4.72-3.50

Main tube mm 34

Length
inch 10.6

mm 270

Weight
oz 25.04

g 710

Focal plane 2nd

Parallax adjustment 100m

Elevation adjustment MOA 100

Windage adjustment MOA 100

Click Value 0.1MIL

mailto:ft@100yards
mailto:m@100m
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Offering a wide magnification range for close to mid-range shooting, the ES1-12x26

combines impressive performance with a stealthy appearance. Designed with real shooters in

mind, the 1-12x features a second focal plane Elite reticle calibrated for 55gr 5.56/.223, red,

green and blue reticle illumination for contrast against targets, low light shooting and fully

multi-coated optics. Single-piece, 34mm tube and aircraft grade aluminum construction make

this scope extremely durable and IP67 waterproof. Ideal for a variety of firearms, including ARs

and bolt actions rifles, the ES1-12X26IR includes flip up lens caps, 34mmmounts, sunshade,

power throw lever and one CR2032 battery.
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How to re-zero

Take out the disk(1), then the turret and make the zero scale mark(2) at same level as the

scale mark(3),finally screw down the disk(1).
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Any question, please contact sales@ospreyscopes.com

Osprey Global LLC
www.ospreyscopes.com

mailto:sales@ospreyscopes.com
http://www.ospreyscopes.com



